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Security coalition set up
by Erik Mathre
Auoc:late Editor

Making the campus and surrounding
area a safer place is the primary concern
of a newly formed SCS organization.
In an effort to prevent sexual assaults
and increase safety for women, The Coalition for a Safe Environment hopes to

develop objectives that are realistic and can
be reached, according to Diane Novotny,
Student Senate vice president.
''It's a cause a lot of people believe in. ··
Novotny said at the group's first meeting
Tuesday . Representatives al the meeting
included members from the social work
club, Greek council, NOVA (Non-Violent

Alternatives), NICE (Neighbors In
Cooperative Effort). and LaCASA (Coalition Against Sexual. Assault).

So far this year the St. Cloud Police
Department has had a substantial increase
in repons of rape and sexual 3$3.ult. There
are eight reported rapes, compared to four
last year , and 94 sexual incidents , com•
pared to last year's 81. Most of the other
incidents consist of indecent exJX>sure, ac•
cording to pol ice.
The permanent coalition will work with
a senate special coinminee on security ,
Novotny said. However, the coaJition will
ensure the various programs will be implemented, said Vickie Loomer, coaJition
chairperson. · •11's the umbrella o rganization for the securfty issue,•· Loomer said.
.. We're trying to coordinate everyone's
efforts-to bring all groups together to
work for a common concern." Novotny
said .
Coalition conlinued to page 7

SPC closes its meetings
by Sandy Barich
Editor
After an initial decision was made Oct.
26 to close its meetings, the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) upheld Wednesday
that meetings will remain closed to the
pu~lic .
At its second meeting, the SPC was
presellted wiih '- an objectioll 10 closed
meetings from two Chronic/ercJX>rf.ers,
based on the Minnesota statute on meetings
of governing bodies , cominonly referred
to as the Minnesota Open Meeting Law .
After a reporter"s presentation of objections and statement of the statute, Bob
~~~~i:~t:!s:::t~~-~~1~~~
to close the meeting to the public.
.. The issue has been rai sed and
diSCussed before. It is th!! position of the
university adm,inistration and the State

University Board that meetings such as this
are not intended to be covered by the open
meeting law, " Becker said .
The SPC was fanned by the State
University System , with individual universities establishing their own strategic planning process. The membership of the SCS
committee reflects the composition of the
Stat«;_.Unjve~ ity Syste111's SPC__;. wi!h t~o
students , six faculty, two members of the·
Minnescita State University Assoc iation of
Admini strative and Service Fac ulty
(MSUAASF), the director of personnel ,
and the assistant vice president for
academic affairs.
The committee's planning wi ll include
enrollment projections, funding allocations , and environmental scans. The com·
mittee will also determine which academic
and suppon programs will receive increased resources. which will be maintained at
current level , and which will be reduced.
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Six chess games were played almutt■ neously by bllndlokted D■vld Jacobsen Tuesd■y . Play began at 6:30 p.m. and was finished shortly before ft p.m . Jacobsen,
• graduate hlstory student, won the games, ''It was a little h■rderthan I expected, ''
he said. " I thought I could do better than I actually did . I had fun. Three out of
six tan't ■ bad score. "

Attorney general advocates 'good faith'
- 'The defendonl is on trial for
murder. Evidence implicating him
to the murder is dismissed
because it was not idenrified
specifically on the search warrant. A person who probably
would have been convicted walks
free-a person who is probably
guilty of murder.
Such inadmissible ev idence occurs on about 5 percent of search
warrants issued, said Hubert H.
"Skip"' Humphrey. Minnesota
anomey general. " The average
person has difficulty understanding why incrimina1ing ev idence
can't be considered. You are suppressing the most basic. relevanl
evidence a jury can consider."

~~-~~~~=·=

IUnnNOta attorney general.

In the case mentioned above ,
police had a warrant to look for
narcotics and narcotics parapher•
nalia. Instead they found other
items directly li nking the defendant to the crime , Humphrey
said.
" The victim aJI too often is one

of us," he said, .. We're the ones said. By having their rights prohaving to wo rry about the guy tected , defendants can get charges
roaming around." Humphrey dismissed because o f lega l
was a guest lecturer Wednesday technicalities.
for a Survey of Criminal Justice \
The SUpremc Coun is currentclass. He spoke in Stewan Hall
Audi torium on .. Establ ishing a ly rev iewing three cases involv•
Good Faith Exception to the Ex- ing the exclusionary rule. Humphrey said. Humphrey has writclusionary Rule ."
ten 10 Minnesota law enforcement
The exclusionary rule prohibits officials concerning the rule. " I
the seizure of evidence without hope the exclusionary rule will be
probable cause. Humphrey said. modified. Minnesota has a tradiThe rule has its roots in the tion of being a leader and I hope
American Revolution. ' Briti sh this is no exception."
soldiers would search a colonist' s
The modification Humphrey
home withoul having to explain
said he is hoping for is called
what they were looking fo r.
"good faith" on the part or the
The Founh Amendment of the police officer. "Good faith is a·n
Constitution w.is inspired by col- honest and reasonable belief that
on ists· experiences with British the seizure is authorized by law."
search and seizure. "Wh n it If an officer discovers ev idence
comes 10 you as a citizen. you not specified in the warrant , the
have the right to not be interfered ev idence would be admissible in
coun. The use of good faith will
with," Humphrey sa id .
be narrow in scope and should
Trial defendants are pro
ed protect against police fabrication
under the Fourth Amendmeni"tike of evidence, Humphrey said .
any other citizen . Humphrey

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY BULLETIN
Class schedules and fee statements will be available
for pick-up and payment at the Atwood Ballroom Nov.
8 from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Any class schedules
not picked up Nov. 8 will be mailed to the student's
local address . Tuition and fees must be paid in full by
Nov. 23 or class schedules will be cancelled. Payments
must either be made in person at the cashier's office,

Room 123, Administration Building or mailed to the
cashier.

Congressional minority leader to speak
Dave Jennings, minority leader of the Minnesota
House of Representatives, will be speaking in Atwood's Sunken Lounge at noon Nov. 14.
Jennings' talk is sponsored by College Republicans.
He will be discussing a wide variety of issues concer-

Coalition on rape, sexual assault forms
Coalition for a Safe Environment has recently formed to address concerns about rape and sexual assault.
Any individuals or organizations interested in
developing solutions to this growing concern arc urged to attend the coalition meeting at 9 a.m., Nov. 8
in Atwood's Civic-Penney Room. For more information, contact Vickie Loomer , 253-8391.

Information on arms offered by groups
United Ministries in H igher Education (UMHE),
NOVA (Non-Violent Alternatives) and Newman
Center will be providing a variety of fil ms, videos and
slideshows on the arms race to be shown Nov. 7
through 12.
'' A Week of Education: A New Anns Race o r a New
Way of Thinking?" is part of a nationwide effort to
promote educational events regarding the arms race.
For more information, contact Peg CammackChemberlin , 251-3260 .

Science Center as part of a JX)pcom seminar. The event
is free.

Gold 'N Plump tour set for Tuesday
A tour of the Gold 'N Plump chicken processing
plant is scheduled for 12:30 p.m., Nov. 8. Interested
persons should meet at the Atwood Learning Exchange. The cost is $1. For more information can
255-3779.
The Atwood Outings Center has planned a scuba
workshop for 7 to 9:30 p.m., Nov. 8 at the Outings
Center. For more infonnation, call 255-3772 .

Cermak case lecture given by attorney
The criminal justice department will sponsor a lecture by Kathleen Morris, Scott County attorney and
prosecutor in the Cennak case at to a.m., Nov . 9.,
in the Stewart Hall Auditorium. Visitors are asked to
sit in the balcony.

ning Minnesota and its citizens. For more information,

CSB, SJU conduct awareness program Ski fair and swap sponsored by ski club

call Karen VanBrocklin , 253-9703.

The College of St. Benedict/ St. John's University
Nuclear Freeze Awareness Week will be Nov. 7
through I 0. It is part of a national awareness week and
will consist of slide shows and several speeches
throughout the week. For more information, contact
Ann Lenarz, 363-5947.

Gerontological society holds meeting
The Minnesota Gerontological Society w ill have its
fall meeting Nov. 4 at the Sun wood Inn.
The theme of the meeting is "Minnesota Reports:
Program, Policy and Research.'' The keynote speaker
is Monsignor Charles J. Fahey . Fahey is the director
of the Third Age center at Fordham University in New
York City. He served as chainnan of the Federal Council on Aging in 1980-198 1 and as a member since 1974.
This meeting also includes the kickoff for the focus
group "Family Responsibility for the Elderly." This
focus group will work throughout the year and its findings will be published in the spring.
For further infonnation, contact Dena Shenk, director of gerontology, 255-3014.

Match scheduled for all-star wrestlers Chemical dependency program offered
The men's athletic program is sponsoring an all-star
wrestling match at 8 p.m . , Nov . 6 in the Halenbeck
Hall gymnasium.
·
The battle will feature Andre the Giant, Mad Dog
Vachon, Ken Patera, Jerry Blackwell and Cowboy Jack
Lanza. Doors open at 7 p .m . T ickets are $8 ringside,
$7 general admission, and $3 for children 12 and
under. For more info rmation, call 255-_3 102 or
255-3208 between JO a .m. and 3 p.m. weekdays .

SCS Sigma Alpha Iota plans fall recital Electron micrographs lecture planned
A fall recital by SCS' chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
is scheduled for 8 p.m., Nov. 7 in the Perfonning Arts
Center Recital Hall . The event is free .

The Central Minnesota Cross Country Ski Club will
have a ski fair and swap from I to 4 p.m., Nov. 13
at Apollo High School.
Anyone may bring cross-country or downhill equipment to sell between 10:30 a.m. and I p.m . It is open
to the public. For more infonnation , contact Dan
Christianson at 252-4845.

''Two Years of Electron Mic rography '' by Gordon
Schrank , department of biolog ical sciences, will be
noon, Nov. 7 in Room 2 15 of the M athematics and

"Concerned Persons Treatment Day," a program
to learn how one person's chemical dependency affects
those around him , is conducted every Monday 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Riverview Room of the Saint
C loud Hospital's North Annex.
Participants will gain a basic knowledge of chemical
dependency and learn to recognize unhealthy , dependent family relationships. The program will also help
participants learn about community resources to assist
families in effective treatment, follow-up and recovery.
Cost of the program is $30 per person with a maximum of$ 100 a fam ily. To register or for more information, call June Huberty, Alcohol and Chemical
Dependency Center, 255-5612.

Human relations plays big role
in new minority director's class
by Becky Im es
Staff Writer

Minority studies is iJ.llempting to recapture the depth, breadth and scope that
Americans once applied to learning, W .J.
Musa Moore-Foster said.
Moore-Foster , 35, is the new director of
the minority studies proj!;ram at SCS .
Minority studies is a 36-credit interdisciplinary minor that looks at the history,
culture and conditions of minorities, he
said.
Moore-Foster will use his position to
supplement, not supplant the work done in
minority studies in the last 15 years, he
said. " I feel I can bring a new kind of
leadership to the program," he said.
Minority studies draws on classes from
several departments. Moore-Foster is
teaching two classes during winter quarter.
The fir st is History 201, Afro-American
history. The second, minority studies 201,
has not fully cleared the curriculum comm ittee, but will probably be offered between I and 3 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. The class will be called " Introduction to Minority Studies" and will
be "an appetizer to the smorgasbord offered by the program," he said.
" People t hink t he educated class doesn't have biases and prejudices of the working
c lass, but t hat's not t ru e," W.J. Musa Moore-Foster, d irector of minority studi es, said .

Minority stud ies could be called "Al\American studies'' because it focuses on

all minorities in America, he said . Minority is nol necessarily defined by race, he
added. Sex and economic status also help
determine a person's place in soc iety .
Moore-Foster , who has degrees in
political science, public administration,
history, sociology and Afro-American
studies, sees the current trend toward
specialization in academic areas a s
dangerous, he said. " People think the
educated class docsn 't have biases and prejudices of the working class, but that's not
true." Students need to see a larger picture of humanity, especially in a c ity like
St. Cloud, which has few minorities, he
added.
"When a student says something very
pei-ceptive in class, I like to walk over and
shake his or her hand," he said. "When
I stick out my hand, they look at it like
'Oh, what is this? I can' t touch a black person,••· he said. ''But if they see a German
shepherd on the street, they'll stop and play
with him , scratch him and shake hi s paws
without hesitation.''
Human relations became an important
part of his classes for this reason , he said.

"Everything we teach is human relations,'' he said. '' If academics isn ' t about
human relations , then what is?"

Buying? Selling? Lost? Use Chronicle -classifieds!
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Gray Building has had several purposes over years
by John Fitzgerald

ling SCS president . chose to close
the school to tighten the budget.

Staff Writer

S ubject: Thomas J . Gra y
Last spring. the state legislature
Building. a.k.a. (a lso known as) appropriated SI mill ion to SCS
1hc Campus Lab Building. a.k.a for enhancement of its existing
the Engineering and Computer engineering and computer science
Ce mer.
programs

Past: Constructed in 1958 (Third
Avenue side) and in 1962 (10th
Street side), the Thomas J . Gray
Building was built 10 house the
Campus Lab School.
Thomas J. Gray was president
of the Normal School in St. Cloud
from 1884 to 1890. A Wisconsin
native, Gray was graduated from
the normal school in 1872 and the
next fa ll began teaching
mathematics and natural science.
In 1884. he succeeded Jerome
Allen as president of SCS.
After his resignation in 1890.
Gray became pres ident of the
normal school in Greeley, Colo.
From 189510190 1, he was profe sso r
of
hi s tory
and
methodology in the College of
Ho meo pa thic Medic ine and
Surgery at the Un iversity of Minnesota. Gray died Jan.23.1907 .
The use of the Thomas J. Gray
Building to house the Campu s
Lab School ended in May. 1982,
when Lowell " Ted" Gillett. ac-

Present : Now housed in the
Thomas J. Gray Building are the
computer science and engineering
offices.
ROTC. and overnow
facu lty offices and class rooms.
· 'This is an attempt to keep these
programs from be ing spread all
over the ca mpu s." William
Radovich , vice president of administrative affairs. sa id. "It's
much easier for them to be housed in one bu ilding ...
Future: "This January. we'll be
asking for money to remodel the
building:· Radovich said. This
remodeling cou ld include a small
addition to lhe ex isting fa cilit ies.
"A rough esti mate of the cos! is
about $5 million." he said.
The Thomas J. Gray Building
has been given the functional title of the Engineering and Computing Center ··so people can find
it a bit easier," Radov ich said.
The building will house the rejuvenated engineering and computer sc ience programs.

The Thomas J . Gray Building was originally constructed in 1958 to house the now closed
Campus Lab School. The bu ilding has now been renovated to house the Engineering
and Computer Center. The bullding was named atter past president Gray of the Nor•
mal School from 1884 to 1890.

University namesakes
Shoemaker, Lawrence, Kiehle prominent names in history of SGS
by John Fitzgerald
Staff Writer

1837. Kieh/e was a mini ster in Preston for
10 years before accepting the position of
Fillmore County superinlendant of
schools.

(

Many people in SCS' history have been
honored with 1•·1 ildings bearing thei r
names, but few ..dve had as much impact
on this institution as Dav id L. Kiehle .
Isabel Lawrence and Waite A. Shoemaker.

Kiehlc was appoi nted to the State Normal Board in 1873. It was from here that
he became principal of the Third State
Normal Schoo l in St. C loud (the li tlc of
the office was changed from principal to
president in 1880) until 188 I. when he
became state superintendam of public
instruction .

And they all became acquainted because
of a cow.
Legend has it (al least. lhe legend written in A Centennial History of St. Cloud
State College, by Dr. Edwin Cates), that
young Waite Shoemaker. Maine Prairie,
Minn .. desired a college education but
could nOI afford one. His grandfather gave
him a cow in hope that Shoemaker could
sell it fo r enough monei to attend school
for one year.
Shoemaker walked the fourteen miles
from Maine Prairie to St. Cloud and. upon
hearing that Normal School President
David Kiehle was in the market for a cow ,
attempted to sell it to him . Whether Kiehle
actually wanted a cow is in doubt; but he
was taken by Shoemaker's moxy and
bought the cow.
Shoemaker distinguished himself at the
Normal School. Isabel Lawrence. the
superintendant of the Model School
(forerunner to Campus Lab School) and
Shoemaker became lifelong friends. They
co-authored a mathematics text, New
Practical Arithmetic, in 1887. Later, the
Shoemakers name.d a daughter. Isabel, in
Lawrence's honor.
Isabel Lawrence , born in Jay, Maine in

~!3ri:oS:s!:~:u~to~P:=~!:
believe.d a model school was the most im-

,IXIJ"WlLpart Q{ .J.JlQ..[Il@! sc!Jool ,

Kiehle was responsible fo r organizing
the state high school system. As a member
of the Board of Regents of the University
of Minnesota. Kiehle initiated steps that led
to the fo unding of th e College of

~:~~i°!~~~~~~~g~~:~~::srth:~~!~~:
of teaching) at the University of Minnesota. There, he laid the foundations for
what is now the College of Educat ion .

Isabel Lawrence
In 1879 , Lawrence came to St. Cloud to
become the superintendant of the model
school at lhe Third State Nonnal School.
Under Lawrence, the model school
became respected throughout the United
States for its excellence and thoroughness ,
accord ing
Cates.

to

Lawrence was a small woman (4 feet 10
inches tall) with black hair and a deep ,
commanding voice. She was given to
wearing yellow ribbons which flowed
behind her as she walked.

Wa ite Shoemaker was bo rn in
Willoughby, Oh io in 1860, but moved with
his parents to Maine Prairie while he was
a young boy . After the cow incident.
ed down in 1905, the state quickly ap- Shoemaker graduated from the Normal
propriated $50,000 for a new girl s' dor- School and . in 1882. was made principal
mitory. This building was dedicated of the preparatory department.
Lawrence Hall in 1906.
In 1897. Shoemaker went to New Yo rk
Lawrence was appointed acting presi- Un iversity to rece ive his doctorate in
dent from 1915- 19 16 due to President pedagogy. then returned to the St. C loud
Shoemaker's illness. In 1916, Joseph C . facu lly . In 1899- 1900. Shoemaker was
Brown was elected president of the col- president of the Minnesota Education
lege. Lawrence retired in 1926. Lawrenc~ Associa ti o n . In 1900. he became
is on the national honor roll of the League superintendant of schools in St. Cloud. and
of Women Voters in Washington, D.C. was elected president in 1902 .

Waite A. Shoemaker
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Viewpoinl
Closure of university committee
violation of public access rights
One of the most unsettled
areas in media law today is
open meeting law, and the recent ctosure of a committee on
campus ctearty illustrates this ·

its policies and expenditures.
By ciosing a meeting of a ~
mittee which does make those
kinds of decisions, that aiticaJ
accountability factor is eft'ec-

conflict.

lively removed.
Even if one adheres to the
view that the committee can
close tts meetings, tt would be
unproductive to do so. In the
long run, the committee could
come out ahead with public
and university commun;ty input, helping tt weed out problems which may surface during the year.
When public monies are at
issue and budgets are being
considered, this is one in-

The

Minnesota

Open

Meeting Law presumes that all
meetings of public, governmental agencies are open to

the public, except as expressly exempted by statute. The
burden is 01\ the govemrnen.
tal body to prove a legal exception to the open meeting
law exists. The university administration has taken the
position it is not the intent of
the open meeting law to make
meetings of commrttees such • stance. even above other 1nas the Strategic 'planning slances, that meetings should
Committee open to the public. b'e open to full public
- . , , ., the ~ i o n of participation.
the law's intent is unresotved,
In a memo to the seven
with MW interpretations made state university strategic planevery day. The basic question ning committees, Jon Wefald,
here is whether the open chancellor, stresses the immeeting law applies to a state portance of increased concenuniversity. Since the universi- tration on planning, saying
ty is a publicty funded institu- that " I am confident, however,
tion, it seems k>gical that as that with the creativity and
such it be hetd accoun~ for good will of the faculty,

studen~. and staff. each
university will devek>p an
agenda for the Mure ... " At
SCS, that "agenda for the
future" is being set by 12 individuals, some with little or no
experience in strategic planning, and with virtually no
meaningful public input.

In a second memo, Wefald
addresses the strategic planning process, outlining the
specific duties of each state
university. In his conclusion,
he emphasizes the system 's
" responsibility to the citizens
of the state of Minnesota.
They are the most important

beneficiaries of the work we
are undertaking." If, however,
the strategic p'8nning committee is to be responsible to the
citizens, then the citizens must
have access to the committee
in order to hold it accountable
for its decisions.

Constitution revision important in coming election
.
~

E.ditor 's N01e: Chronicle 's viettpoint page is a forum for
reader ideas and opinions. If you have an issue of concern, send ir to Chronicle, Atwood Center /36. Keep ar•
ticles concise, ll.ith a limit of rwo f)ped pages, doublespaced. Include address and phone. Chronicle resen·es
the right to edit for grammar and 10 reject poorly "'ritten
an icles.

by Steve Backes
Student Senate President

Students get the oppon unity once again to elect their
Studenl Senate representatives (10 this time) Nov . 8 and
9. During the general election students are also g iven the
chance to decide whethe r 10 amend the Student
Association Constitution to deal with two imponant issues.
The questions on the ballot will say something like :
I . Should the Student Sena1e· s representative
structure
be desc ribed in the constitution'?
2 . Should the structure of the Senate Finance
Con miuee (SFC)
be described in lhe
con·stitution'.'
I feel the answers 10 both of these questions should be
yes. Why'.' Well. for several reasons-but first a little
background o n these issues. Both of lhese actions have
passed lhc senate . The SFC replaces the Student Acti,·ities
Committee (SAC ). Whatever the name. the committee is

extremely imponant. It manages SFC' s share of the student activity fee monies collected. This committee de1ermines funding levels for srudeni groups such as 1nen·s and
women·s ath letics. Un iversity Program Board (UPB) and
various performing and other groups-the cu rrent Iota!
is nea rly S?00.000 .
The Representative Senate Acl passed last week
allocates the fifteen spring seats (10 last fall and 15 spring)
proportionally among the colleges of the university.
Representatives will be required to maintain contacl with
their constituency through forums. panel discussions or
other appropriate means.
The changes seem straight-forward enough. In fact.
SFC has been operating since the beg inning offal I quancr .
Why do these changes need to be described in !he
constitution?
First. the constitution is a rather lengthy document and
it functions as both the const itution for the Studem
Association and as bylaws fo r the senate. It takes a majority vore . with at least IQ percent of the Student Association ,·oting in order 10 change the constitution- the senate
is saddled with a rather innc xible set of bylaws. Bu t in
operation it Y:orks rather well. The senate structure is
well-defined . lfthe representative syslem is described in
the constitlf(_K>n. futur-c senates wou ld not be able to forget
aboot it because it was a hassle or it prevented friend s
from gening on the senate . In the face of the high turno,,er that plagues the senate. any permanent changes need
to be described in the cons1itu1ion.

Secondly . maintenance of ex isling programs and the initiation of new programs in the face of resource constraints
requires a balanced body 10 make difficu lt decisions. If
the all-student SFC will be making decisions on who gets
how much funding. maximum balanced student input is
necessary to rc ncct general campus needs. If students are
making all decisions . and if these students represent a
cross-sectio n. then good decisions will be made .
Thirdly . students will benefit by having a more
cohesive. responsive and accountable senate representing
them to 1he adm ini stration and other important decisionmaking groups. Senate has been increasingly drawn into
1he decision process-this is probably the senate·s most
imponant function. Any1hing that can be done to preserve
the senate's integrity should be do ne for the students'
benefi1 . If no1. other less visible. less~accountable groups
will be used in the decis ion processes. funhe r removing
the student fro m the acrna l decisions.
Even if you are not currently involved in campus activities, you r vo1e next week is ext remely impon ant . The
entire campus community can benefit. Yo u·u be able to
fi nd polls next Tuesday and Wednesday in Atwood
Memorial Center. Centennial Hall . the Education Building
and Garvey Commons. And it is not 100 late 10 get o n
the ba llot-get to the senate office by noon. Nov. 4. with
your filled petition.
. Please 1ake this opponunity 10 directly change your environment and use your privilege to vote .
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Letters to the editor ______ ___________sc_s_c._,••_,c_l•F_rid_a,',N--•_•-_•·-'•-•>_•
Faith expression commended
We'd like'" com mend Matt Judd on
his boldness in expressi ng hi s faith.

We, too, vould like to challenge
students to rl· nect on life's purpose.
1

Where doe!""'t+le power to think and

reason come from? We believe God

children, and a much lower standard of
living. Finally, if doing something
unnat ural is evil, as Ernst says, 1hen
most of our daily ac1ivities would be
evil- including watching TV and
playing foo1ball.

has given each person a mind and the

will to choose how they will live and
who they will serve. Have you thought

James E. White
Professor of Philosophy

about who you are serving ? Are you

happy with that choice ? God gives us
two choices, either 10 obey him or to
reject him.

Don't be satisfied with other claims
about Christianity. Find out for
yourself who Jesus Christ is and how

Homosexuality not accepted

In response to Bo Ernst 's letter in
which
Ernst
charges
that
homosexuality
is unnatural on the
derstanding of our purpose.
basis of non-procreation, I disagree.
Lori Kadlec
Lynn Leder First, if homosexuality is unnatural
because of non-procreation, then
Junior
Junior
heterosexuality must be natural
ElemHtary Education
Biology
because of procreation . Which is to say
Jennie Hlnsverk
Shelly Laudenbach that the purpose of sexual organs is for
procreation. But not many people who
Junior
Junior
have sex do it for procreation. They do
Marketing
Health
it mainlyfor pure .pleasure or for the
expression of love. That is the same
purpose for homosexuality. Therefore,
homosexuality is not unnatural.
Second, American society has not
Unnatural activities not evil
accepted homosexuality like the anIn
his recent
letter about cient Greeks did. Homophobia is alive
homosexuality (Oct. 28), William and well. Ernst 's analogy to Coper"Bo" Ernst says, .. Not propagating nicus does not hold . Third, not
one's species does not seem to be either everyone needs to procreate; the world
a good or truly natural act.''
is over-populated.
Ernst should think about the imReligious and cultural programming
plications of his view: celibacy, the use is hard to break; but we are all simply
of contraceptives, non-reproductive sexual beings- other sexual labels are
sex, and even abstinence would all be not necessary.
unnatural and evil. Furthermore, what
would happen if everyOne started David Schuba
acting naturally and reproduced? We Junior
would have overpopulation, unwanted Speech Communication
he can affect your life. Knowing Christ

has

brought

us to a better un-

Adviser not apathetic, he says

Student condemns prejudices

Vague generalities are the essence of
It is my intention to express my
Liz Clegg's comments about advisers whole-hearted displeasure with a letter
which appeared in the Letters secti on tha1 appeared in the Oct. 28 edition of
of the Nov. I edition of Chronicle. Chronicle. The le1ter was submilled by
Perhaps Clegg did see "dozens of William Erns1, and in it he argues that
confused freshmen " at preregis1ration. homosexuality is unnatural.
However, s he assumes (incorrectly , I
I must implore all conscieniious
feel) that this confusion results from readers to reject without reservatio ns
the apathy of advisers. May 1 instead or qualifications the conclusio ns
suggest that a la rge percentage of these reached in Ernst 's le1ter.
fru strated and angry slUdent s have
The issue in Ernst's \e1ter is not
never made the effort 10 contact their whe1her homosexuali1y is unnatural,
advisers? As 1he adviser to fifteen but !he expression of his vu lgar, infre shmen the last week in September, I sensitive attitudes about the right of a
sen t a personal letter to each of my class of people who sexually express
advisees inviting them to drop in and themselves in what is considered an
visit me 10 discuss their eductional unconventional manner. If the ungoals and let me get to know them .
convent ional sex ual practices of a class
Only one student bothered to come of people doesn 't harm those peopleby before preregistration. Also, during it seems to be a moot question whether
an evening study session for my homosexuality is natural.
freshman chemistry class, I took an
Why does Erns1 1rouble himself with
informal poll and found that less than the manner in which a person chooses
one-fourth had even taken the 1ime 10 to sexually express him or herself ".' If
read
the
general
educa1ion he truly cared for the existential
requirements in the bulletin-and this conditions of homosexuals, he would
was after preregistra1ion! Whom, may familiarize himself with the problems
I ask, ~apathetic ?
peculiar to homosexuals and try to aid
I'm not claiming that the present them rather than disparage them for
advising system is without faults, but I exercising an inalienable right they
fail to see how Clegg's comments serve have.
to improve the advising process . Some
This letter is not a condemnation of
advisers will always be better than Ernst personally, but of certain
others in the same way 1ha1 some prej udices he has. I admonish him to
st udents will be more conscientious give up his Victorian morality and
than others. Clegg's letter questions adopt attitudes more appropriate for
whether
advisers
know
their our societ y as we approach the 21st
"responsiblities" but neglects 10 century.
mention that the major responsibility
for a student's education lies with the Dan Christenson
st udent.
Senior
Philosophy and Psychology
Jack F. McKenna
Assistant Professor
Chemistry

Exchange students see contrast
between SCS, Spanish schools
by Vern Donkers
Managing EdHo r

•·Here we can meel many peo~ and
practi ce English-we can Jive like
Americans.·'
Paloma Segura and four other students
from Castellon, Spain are studying at SCS
as pan of the exchange program with the
Colegio Universitario de Castellon (CUC).
The students, ranging in age from 19-21 ,
have noticed many differences between
their lifesty les in Spain and at SCS.
''Here students arc treated like children,
with too much control,•· Manuel Bordoy,
said . " In Spain, we don't have textbooks
in the universities. Ifl study literature from
a Marxist view, I will be given a book on
Marxism-there is no special book
everyone must study from ."

past, neither do they have classes taught
by pre-selected professors from the CUC.
Students are expected 10 sit in on regular
classes in the CUC. as students from Spain
are expected to do here . The Spaniards all
agree this is much better for the students.
Students in Spain face one large problem
after graduation-unemployment. The
unemployment rate is very high in the
country, and women are often blamed for
the problem .
· 'Some think the reason for unemployment is women wanting 10 get jobs,"
Segura said. "Many factories won't take
women because of pregnancy and just
because they will be taking jobs from
men.''

The women agreed there is still a majority feeling in Spa.in that a woman's place
is in the home . Bordoy disagreed. " There
are somC jobs in which women are
Universities in Spain do not have a · preferred over men,~t>ut if a woman is
quarter system; they atten<I nine months, more intelligent than a man, she will
taking the same classes and finishing the get the job: · he said.
year off in June with exams, they said.
In Spain, women have to demonstrate
''When you choose a career, you take more faculties than men when it comes to
your certain subjects relating to that class getting a job, Nuria Ferrus said.
all year," Mayte Sastre said.
''But we are at a starting point for
Beca4se they are in the same classes all change ," Sastre said .
year, students at the CUC usually go
It is predicted that many changes will
through all their years with the same
students , Segura said. •·in Spain, we get come with the new socialist government of
close because we have classes together Spain, Maite Bachero said. However, the
always. Here there is so much change, government operates more as a democratic
students are not able to &et really close.' ' than socialist government , she added.
She also noted the sizes of classes at SCS
The two greatest problems facing the
are smaller ·than those at the CUC.
country now are unemployment and ter•
The exchange program between SCS rorism, they said. ••1 don"t know which is
and the CUC has gone through several worse, but I would like to sec the terrorism
changes. SCS srudents are not accom- stopped; " Segura said.
panied by a director from SCS as in the

-s

Many cuHural and "ho&utk: differences exist ber:'H n universities In the UnH-1 States
and thOM In Spain, u these exchange studentac have found. Pictured are Nurta Ferrua, Pakuna Segura, Malte Bac:hero and Manuel Bordoy. Mining Is Mayte Sastre.

rxpr·essions
Aged craft still practiced in
SGS glass blowing classes
by Lisa Almquist

blowpipe end. leaving the bubble and i_ts
jagged bott le neck allached to the pont1I.

Features Editor

L

----------------.

ess than 100 years ago. bottles,
lightbulbs and drinking glasses-all

familiar i1ems now mass produced through
modem 1echnology-were hand blown by

skilled glass blowers.
Once a highly demanded skill , glass
blowing was ove naken by lh e
technologica1 revolution and faded in

popularity in the mid 1950s. However.

• Rose works quickly 10 shape the mohen
glass into the desired shape by _repea!~l_y
heating and rotating the pont1\. This 1s
necessary so the glass does not fa ll off the
rod. and to keep- the glass centered . By
swinging the rod like'a baton twirler, Rose
can narrow the shape of !he glass bubble ;
by twirling the rod in his hands. he can
cause 1he glass bubble to fan out 10 resemble a plate .

many people still enjoy this fascinating an

fonn , including SCS sophomore Kelly
Rose, who is enrolled in a glass blowing

class this quarter .

• When the desi red shape is obtained. the
glass creation is placed in a semi-heated
kiln and allowed to cool slowly to prevent
cracking.

Glass blowing mystifies many who have

never seen it done before. This process
may vary slightly. but the following depicts

the typical glass blowing session. The
glassblower in this case is Rose, who was
practicing Wednesday morning in Kiehle's

hot glass room.
• A furnace o r ceramic kiln is healed 10
about 2,600 F, the temperature at which
glass melts. Leftover glass lenses from a
local op1ical business are placed on a sleel
1ray and pu1 into the kiln.
• The mollen glass is then collected on
the end of a blowpipe. which is a one-half
inch iron or steel lube about six feet long .
Rose then rolls !he piece of red-hot glass
on a metal table to give it a conical shape,
occasionally stopping to heat the glass
ag~in•. ·
• Colorful design can be added to the
glass cone . Either molten colored glass or
silver nitrate powder can be applied in thin
lines while spinning the blowpipe to create
intricate pane ms of color.
·
• Rose now blows into the tube-this
looks amazingly like someone blowing a
bubble from chewing gum. When the glass
bubble is the desired size, a solid steel rod
called a pontil. which has been heating
another piece of glass in the kiln, is weld•
ed to the bubble. Rose then cracks off the

The en1ire glass blowing process mus1
be done quickly and without hesitation ,
Rose said. "You have lo move fast
because the glass cools very quickly," he
explained , adding that '' The glass shrinks
abou1 five percent when it cools. so that' s
a big fac1or."
Glass blowing is complex and requires
many hours of practice, Rose said . "Some
people get disgusted when they first start
learning to blow glass,'' he said, adding
that "It takes a lot of hard work and
dedication to become really good at it.··

Spiraling swirls of bright colors decorate this glass blown vase
created by Gary Loch, SCS assistant professor of art. His vase col•
lection Is on display In the Kiehl& Visual Arts Center Gallery through
Dec. 2.

Glass, ceramic exhibition opens at SGS gal.l ery ~
by

Usa-iat

fNlltrN Edllor~

A

1

•

1...

t ~

locb-!5"a~~b~ingexpert,w!>ose
wort ~ons~ prinwily of .~w
decorative vessels and approaches to

n exhibit of glass blown and
anmic.wmbbytwolcx:alartisls

.begin& today and rum until Nov. 23 a1
SCS' Kid,lc Visual Arts Center
Gallery.
fn:c public show will be open 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. weekdays and will
fe11Wedic-'!f 8'"'&-Gory
·Lad!. scs ,...._. of art;
and poaer Richard Bl<lllaban, anist-inresidencc at St.. John's Univet&ity. · ·
The

&lasa,ntai:ners~ ''My wort rdJeclsexperimentation with new shapes, colors
and surfaces,•• Loch said. Loch is also
director of the Fifth A venue Gallery ,

St. Ooud, where bis work is being
pr<SCIIICCI until Dec. 2.

in&s':"irlsof~~t ~wcok>i;s1
~anc~g . under_, Oli~t i:.,P~

1

lights . His vases vary m shape-some
ai:elow and bulbous~ some have flued
necks and others arc ~rd-sbaped 1 but
no two arc the same.

Bresnahan uses materials on-band to

create c.cramic arr that is what be ~
" truly Minnesotan."
is a unique
Many years of hard work and dedica- potter for several reasons. For one.
\ioll arc evident in the glass worl<s Loch native clays and glazes provide the base
creates. His glass:artwork displayed at . "fijy Bresnahan's poucry. lfls kiln iubo
Fifth Avenue Gallery is Impressive.
one of the largest in the United States.
Some unique glass pieces boast spiral•

He

SCS student, mother, masseuse are rolled into one
by Jessica Wessel

C

olleen Hansen has her own
method of massaging the
pain from increasing tuition costs.

Like many college students,
Hansen works part-time 10 help
pay' bills . However. while some
students rely on Workstudy positions, Hansen has chosen a unique occupation-the job of a
masseuse.
,Hansen. a 52-year-old SCS sruden1. only recently became interested in massage. · ·1 gm interesled in relaxation and meditation techniques, .. she said. " I
was always looking for ways 10
re lieve muscle stiffn ess and
tension ."
Hansen currenlly uses her
home for her occupation and may
do up to five massages a week.
Her home is also e.quipped with
an aulhentic leather masseuse
table. "I wou ldn 't like to take
more than seven or eight clients
each week because I'm so busy
with school right now. ·· she said.

Hansen completed massage
training at the Minneapolis
School of Massage this summer,
making her a certified masseuse .
While there. Hansen learned all
the bones and muscles in the
body. "' My instructor lectured
and !hen we'd practice on a
specific part of !he body for
awh ile." she said , adding that "I
thought it was going to be a lark,
but massage training was harder
than 1 thought i1 would be."
Contrary to popular belief.
grea1 strength and s1ami na are nol
essemia l requirements of a
masseuse. Hansen said. Instead .
Hansen said her masseuse in•
structor. Jim Trevors. indicated
tha1 vitality can be achieved as a
re s ult of giv in g ma ssage.
Trevors· massage handbook says
·· Massage is a form of communication : through our hands
we project our hearts. our
energy, our life fo rce."
The benefits of massage vary
from simple relaxation to preven•
ti\•e health care. For example . a
massage is good before an<h f1er

Other massage benefits include : stress reduction (both
physical and emotional). an aid to
digestion. and rejuvenating and
improving cardiovascular circula•
tion. Hansen added.
Hansen·s fami ly is happy about
her becom ing a masseuse.
Ironically. her daughters were
responsible for her intcresl in
massage training . " l used to
practice on my daugh1ers occasionally." she said ... Aclually.
one of my daughters was suppos•
ed 10 go to the massage school
with me. but she got sick and
couldn't go.
Cou"HJ Photo

Colleen Hansen
rigorous exe~ isc. Hansen said.
In Duluth's Grandma's Maralhon
thi s yea r . masseuse s were
available to massage and relax
runners. One.e1asseuse. according 10 Han~tt:. completed 35
massages dudng the marathon .
Hansen plan s to be at the
marathon next year .

··My friends ra ise their
eyebrows and give me a hard time
aboul it." Hansen laughed. "I
think it 's hard for !hem 10 unders•
tand about the relaxation one gets
from massage.··

massage. "Massage helps my
clients develop an awareness of
their body," Hansen said.
There are various massage
styles; Hansen's style is called
" Esalan" which focuses mainly
on containment. Containmeiu
means relaxing the body by working on major muscle groups ,
Hansen explained.
The sening for a massage is
very importanl. Hansen said. adding that the massage environ•
ment should be in a warm, comfo rtable and quiet area. Some
people prefer soft music. while
others enjoy the silence. she said.
Han sen plans to use her
masseuse skills in coordination
with her future profession as a
chemical dependency counselor.
·' I think massage is a coming
thing." she said. "because peo·
pie are getting into more methods
of relaxation. ··

Hansen conducts massages only on women. Young and o ld
alike who have back trouble.
muscle tension or do a great deal
LJsa Almquist. Fea1ures Editor,
of lifting arc typical situations of contributed to this story.
women who visit Hansen for a _
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Bar wars?

Downtown rivalry friendly
by Mark Duncanson
Downtown to many SCS students means
Fifth Avenue and \ffl't St. Germain. and
not because of the bus stop.

"Downtown .. refers to D.B. Scarles.
the ~ed Carpet/Pub. Press Bar and 5th
Avenue Loose Tie Saloon.
SCS students bring a IOI of business to
these bars. There is competition for their
business, but ifs a friendly competition ~
"If one bar is doing well ,'the others will
do well ,·· said Rick Gaetz, manager of the
Red Carpet. " We have the attitude tha1 if
we ge1 them down10Wn, we have a sho1 at
their business ."
. Gaetz admits there is competition , but
calls the downtown strip an entity. " It's
all a community effon,'' Gaetz said. "We
like to see other bars doing promotions.''
" There is competition between anyone
selling drinks,'' said JUJl Gillespie, owner
of the Press Bar. " But our biggest competition is bars outside this area. This end
of downtown has a future. There is a lot
of construction going on down here and the
bars are doing a lot of renovating ."
• 'Our business comes more from older

Coalition

students and young professionals.·· said
Brian Hirt. owner and manager of 5th
Avenue Loose Tie Saloon. ··of the
downtown bars. D.B. Searles is probably
our main competition. We like to compare
our business with them each night. If we
run out of something. we'll borrow from
Searles and they'll come 10 us if they need
someth ing ...
"Our business, in a big way, depends
on the other bars' business," said Bob
Parker, bar managerofD.B. Searles. ''We
get their overflow and they get our
overflow . Searles owes a lot to the other
downtown bars. but the re is some
competition."

Pat Potter , the c.oalition's adviser,
agrees .. "It will avoid having si.x groups
doing the same thing ," said Potter,
associate dean of studt;Rts.

Light" program should bcgm somctune
next quarter, Novotny said. Persons in
trouble will be able to go to designated
green light homes that have special symbols, she said.
·

Staff Writer

The churches in Minnesota
have an exLraordinary vitality, according 10 a study done by Robert
Bilhcimer. editor of the book
Faith and Ferment. · 'The churches in Minneapolis are fu ll. and
that is not true of downtown churc he s across the country."
Bilheimer said.
Bilheimer spoke Wednesday
for Christians in Cooperation in
the Atwood St. Croix room.
Bilheimer explained the results
o f the study. Hi s main focus was
the direction of this vitality. It is
a real problem, he sa id . " In spite
of this vitality , churches are in
serious trouble.··

"When people come downtown , many
times they don ' t stay in the first bar they
go into," Gillespie said. "They can park
their cars and walk to different types ofmusic , video games, pool tables, or
whatever. It's all in this area.,.

The study found, Bilheimer
said , that people are turning to a
more private, do-it-yourself
rel igion. This pick-and-choose
form of religion comes from
several sources, Bilheimer said.
People 's sources of authority

have changed · 'Structures are
changing. People arc taking cues
from society or themselvesmaking their own form of
religion . ··
People say they pray everyday.
but the prayers of the chu rch
aren't the ones sa id . "Mosl are
quickies. like- ' Please God. get
me there safe ly.· ··
Another reason fo r Min nesota ·s pick-and-choose type of
religion is the changing of churches and denominations. he said.
" People anend different churches
and take bel iefs from each one.·'
The audience for TV worship
services is higher in Minnesota
than in other states. Bilheimer
sa id . This gives people another
source through which 10 form
their beliefs. This type of religion
is of concern 10 Bilhcimer. " This
privi1izing of religions is very
deep in ou r church and raises
questions on where our vitality is
going."

1-------- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -

Street, Ninth Avenue South, the Oaks
apartments and the Sherburne Coun apartments. The symbols would distinguish between true ··Green Light' ' panicipants and
those who arc not.

The coalition has several proposals and

programs it wants to implc~t. A .. Gr:ecn

State's churches unusual
by Robin McCoy

"We try to have as much fun as we can
without going broke ," he said. Parker, like
·the other managers, monitors the campus
schedule. ··1 realize there are a lot of peo·
pie on campus that have been to Europe,
so I've brought in Akavit, Jager Meister
(from Denmark) and Bass beer (from
England).

continued from page
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Special phone booths may be installed
on the campus and in academic buildings.
A one-digit number could be called to alert
police and a three-digit number could call
escort service securi ty, Novotny
suggested.

Does Grandma always seem
to call at the. wrong time, just ·
to see how you 're doing?

Loomer said. "We want to inform them
where to go and how to prevent
incidents.''

ny said. 1be Srudent Senate may order
5,000 screech alarms to be sold at cost,
Novotny sai d.

Organizers beli,we the coali1ion is a
The first we.ck of winter. quarter is
designated .. Making SCSU a Safer Place: result ofan increased awareness of ,sexua\
Sexual Assault Awareness Week." The assault. "More women fe.el they'll get supcoalition will distribute brochures explain- port if they repon incidents,'' Loomer
said.
ing sexual'assault during the Weck.
"People (victims) don't want to hide
An off-campus escort serviCC has been
suggested by Dan Sheff, Acacia fraternity behind the cunains anymore," Novotny
member. However, because of legal pro- said.
blems involved with such a service, a student patrol may be an alternative, Novot-

Do you _spend weekends
back home answering
unlimited questions?

Does Mom interrogate?
Does she wonder what
college life is doing to you?

lnfor• the•I
Send Cltroniclesl
Subscriptions are available at $2 .50 per quarter
For more information call the Chronicle office, 255-2164 or stop by , 136 Atwo d Center.
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Student Senate elections

THE STUDENTS' CHOICES

~

Daniel J . Duffy

<-,

I feel that the major issues affecting
s1udents this year are primarily campus

Paul Zelg
I think the most significant issue facing SCS students this year is that of
how to finance thier education . By pnr
per allocation of their funds and by
avoiding mis-appropriations the Senate
can offer the student more programs
while kecpin) the Student Activity Fee
constant.
I would be interested in serving on
any committee dealing with the ap-propriation of student funds. I would
like to watch over the distribution of
the monies and sec that the funds arc
distributed honest1y according to the
by-laws of the Senate .
I would also be interested in serving
o n any committee that is active in com-munity relations, such as the committee
that puts together the partying guidelines
and reccommendations for off~pus
students. I feel that the universities
relations with the rest of the oommuni ty of St. Cloud have a major influence
over the city's cooperation with the
school on joint-projects, but also affects
the attitude of the St . Cloud populace
towards the student population.
As a student at St. Ooud I have lived both on and off..campus and feel ·I
have a basic understanding of the needs
of these two groups.
I have been involved in the past and
am currcnt1y involved in both intercollegiate men's athletics and intramural athelctics at SCS and w011ld
like to have a say in ·how these programs arc run.
I have been considcrC;Sf both a dependent and an independent student while
at State and I feel that this background
will help me make sound decisions
regarding the d istributions of Senate
fund s.
I have an intense interest in politics
and government and would like to
become involved in the government at

scs.

E.J. Crane
It seems to me that one of the most
important issues for college students today is the impending restrictions on the
age at which a student can declare him
or herself independent. The Higher
Education Coordinating Board seems to
believe that a student should not be
able to declare him or herself independent until the age of 22. without regard
to the length of' time that the student
has lived away from home . I believe
that the prcsen1 rcsrictions on the independent status arc sufficient , and I
would like to serve on the Legislative
Affairs Committee so thal I could work
for keeping the resrictions on the independent status no more strict than
they already are. I would also be an
• asset to the Legislative Affairs Committee because I am from St. C loud, and I
have a good grip on local issues.
Rcccnt1y a rash of sexual assuahs
have been occuring o n campus. I propose that one way to eliminate these
assaults is to create a greater deterrence
to these crimes , such q increased
lighting around campus and an increased security staff. I also believe that the
campus escort service should be exrended off campus.

related . This is a non election year and
tuitiOll"'~ already been set, therefore
the Studeiit Senate should concentrate
on local and campus related issues .
Such issues as a more effective means
of registration, the availabi lity of
classes, the ever present parking problem and , security escort system need
to be concentrated on by this years
senace .
I am current1y the chairperson of the
Campus Affairs Committee and would
continue to be a member of this committee. This committee deals with projects and issues on campus that affect
the daily lives o f every student.
My two years of intemc involvement
with the Student Senaie makes me a
very qualified and experienced candidate. I also am a good listener ~and
take a real , concern in the interests of
students. The Swdent Senate should be
doing what students want, not what it
wants!

~
~

..

,. ,.

Timothy Becker
Nighttime student safety is the
primary problem the Student Senate
should address . Students should not
have to question their well being while
· walking at night. Improving lighting
and the escort service are some ways
the Senate could alleviate the safety
problems for students o n and off
campus.
Attending school is becoming more
difficult because of increasing costs and
decreasing aid . Working with MSUSA ,
the Senate can use student input to lobby the legislature in the best intercs~
of the students.
Frustrations of class scheduling and
registration can be reduced by an
onlinc computer sustcm . Senate can
support and channel student ideas for
the computer sy&tcm to administration.
Two student senators will help direct
the future of all university programs by
serving on the new Strategic Planning
Committee at SCSU . These two
$Cnators can incorporate student interests into the structure of our
university.
Students should be aware that they
have access to the senate which can
directly affect important issues, such as
those mentioned.
Continuing my service on the Senate
Finance and S1udent Service Committees is important 10 me.
Insuring student activity funds arc
fairly distributed is a concern of the
Senate Finance Committee.
The Student Scrvtee Committee is involved with monito ring the student
legal and employment serv ices, child
care center, book e,:change. and bicycle identification programs I am interested in.
I have spent three years as an active
student at SCS and am familiar with
University affairs and community concerns. Serving one quarter on Senate
and being active in a variety of other
aclivities such as MSUSA , Husky
W restling , International Studies Program, Spirit Squad , and Rec Sports
would enable me to rep{CSCnt student
intrcsts.

Photos/Denise Kuntz and Jason Wachter

Chris Hegland

Dave Born

My name is Chris Hegland and I am
currently a proxy on the Student'
Senate. J am also the chairperson of the
Senate Finance Committee.
I feel the major issues affecting
students arc se,:ual assault on campus ,
allocation of student funds , and student
registration . Se,:ual assault has become
too common on campus and programs
such as the Grecnlight Program and the
Campus Escort Service need to be implemented and improved to eliminate
this problem . The Senace Finance Committee is constant1y facing decisions
regmiing the allocation of funds . The
Committee needs to make sound decisions that arc in the best interest of the
entire University . In regards to student
registration , I would like to sec the implementation of an on-line registration
system. This has worked at other
universities and could work for sc'su.
The committee that I am primarily
interested in is the Senate Finance
Committee . I worked on SAC las1 year
and I would like to sec the SFC
operate even more effectively . I am
also interested in Campus Affairs and
Student Services because there is alot
of direct interaction with the students
and dealing with problems that affect
them directly .
My qualifications include serving as
a proxy for one quarter . I am currently
the SFC chairperson and was a member
of SAC last year . I have served on a
number of other commitees including
the Campus Child Care Center Advisory _Board. the Strategic Planning
-Committee and the lntcrcolltgiate
Athletics Committee. I am aware of
what is currcnt1y happening in the
Senate and I would like to sec the
Senace better serve the entir~
\
University.
Finally , I would like to encourage all
students to vote in the upcoming Senate
elections .

My name is Dave Born . A1 t
beginning of this quarter I trans
from Anoka Ramsey Commumt~ College and now plan to major in
business.

vJ:~~} ;1

~n a~:d~;~tca ·rs
committee. The campus affairs .
tee, executive committee . const'
committee, and student mass
committee arc other commiuecs
now, and plan to continue scr" on .
In· addition to my experience
the
SCSU Student Senate . I also ha • have
experience from Anoka Ram.st~ ommunity College. At Anoka Ra Y I
was the vice-president of the s ent.
senate and was also the chapter resident of the honor fraternity. Phi Theta
Kappa.
The most important issue I ~ to
soon be a concern of the s1uden is the
possible rcstrucn1ring of the ~,- colleges. Other issues should anse u! of
the responses of the students . a m
order for this to happen . there ust be
good communication .
.
The purpose of a student scna e 1s to
represent the students . On any , sue the
students must be informed abou the
issue, the senate must gather as much
student input as possible. and the senate
must report back to the stu_dents the action taken . Most of the actions taken by
the student senate have been covered
by the Chronicle; but more can be
done to inform the students and collect
their ideas .
If I am elected I will work on ways
to improve communications bet."' ctn
the students and the senate. This can be
accomplished through : more SC!l.1tors in
the senate office, more one-to:anc (student/senator) contact. the posung of
senate information, surveys. and
' "listening posts" with short
questionnaires.
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Heidi Genin
My name is Heidi Genin. and this is
my third year at S.C .S.U. My major is
Medical Technology. with a minor in
Chemistry .
I would like to be a member of the
Legislative Affair's committee . I feel I
can help reveal this committee's basic
purpose-that of being the voice of the
students , promoting students ' rights and
services, and meeting these duties for
whicb students · have major
responsibility .
Students are beginning to have a
closer relationship with the State
government, especially dealing with
such issues as increased tuition and,
particularly "this year, independent student status. I am an open-minded person, and a hard worker. I feel I can
alle"vate the major problems by supporting the M.S.U.S .A . and making the
students aware of their efforts.

Diane Novotny

1. E.J . Crane, 2. Paul Z8'g, 3. Timothy Becker, 4. Deb Swanstrom,
5. Danlol J . Dully, 6. Heidi Genin, 7. Dava Born, 8. Chrio Hogland, 9. Diano
Novotny {not pictured: John Fluke)

Student Senate candidates answered the following.
questions, with their responses published as received.
1. What do you think are the major Issues affec1ing
· students this year and what do you think the senate can
do to alleviate these problems?
2. What specific committees would you be int.e rested In serving on and why?
3. What are the qualifications you think will enable
you to be a senator?

Issues that will directly a'ffcct students
this year will be servicc~ricntcd.
Senate is faced with a non-political
year and my focus is on student
services.
An area of focus is registering for
classes. The issue has been addressed
through a resolution I co-sponsored
asking the administration to develop
and implement a University Online
Registration System by Fall , 1985.
With the -implementation of a com•
puterizcd system, students will receive
their class schedules at the time of
registering. t
Another issue of great concern is
rape and sexua1 assault in the campus
area. As co-chairperson of NICE
(Neighbors in Cooperative Effort) and
coordinator of the Green Light Program , "Making SCSU a Safier Place :
Sexual Asauh Awareness Weck" will
be held the first week of winter
quarter. Through the help of administrators, community supporters,
Student Senate and concerned students,
the Green Light Program will be imp lemented this year.
Finally, restructuring the Student
Senate will benefit the students at
SCSU. Currently, 25 members represent the student body through genef1\].
elections held in the Fall and Spring
each year. However, it is difficult to
define equal representation when the
range is as wide as' nine members from
the College of Libra! Arts and Sciences
to one member from lhe College of industry. The Representative Senate Act
whic1'_1 co-sponsored, focused on
restructuring ilie Senate modeled after
the five colleges. With the passage of
this act , the 15 Senate seats elected in
the Spring will be proponionately
divided among the colleges based on
the number of students who have
declared or indicated ·an intended majo r. The primary objective of this act is
not to discourage students to participate
in the elections but to allow for a
mpre equal representation system by
having a constituency to represent.
Currently I am Vice-President of the
Student Senate . My job is to manage
the Senate on a day-10-day basis and
interact with members and chairpcople
to generate ideas and offer support. I
have served -on the Student Senate for
over a year, giving me the opportunity
to become active in various committees. The knowledge and experience
gained from serving on SAC (Stuent Activities Com.mine.e) will genefit
the Senate when decisions arc made
regarding policies and the allocation of
student activity monies .

Deb Swanstrom
I believe the most pressi ng issue for
students this year is Minnesota Higher
Education Coordinating Board· s proposal to change the independent sludent
definition and thus eliminate access to
funds for schooling that sincerely in dependent students need to funher their
education . HECB 's redefinition, which
would deny state aid to any students
under 22 who are not married or involuntarily separated from their
parents , should be opposed on the basis
of its discriminatory nature and arbitrariness . I would be personally affected by this proposal and will strive
to combat this and any other proposal
which poses to establish barriers between a person's desire to go to college
and one 's ability to do so.
We, as students, not only need to
fight proposals that limit our access to
higher education , we need to promote
alternative forms of financial aid . If
elected to the Student Senate, I would
wish to serve on the legislative Affairs
Commincc. This committee is CUrrcntly
examing a student to student program
in which both students and ~ state
would contribute to a fund, which
would remain on the St. Cloud campus
and the money would be distributed to
needy students by SCSU .
There are many other issues which
effect us as students which I feel are
· important in their own rigf'!t. However,
if one can no longer go to school these
issues arc meaningless. I feel I could ·
be a productive student senator who is
in tune to students' needs, and can
combat the difficulties in getting the
most out of higher education . l am a
Sociology/Environmental Studies double
major, a member of the Sociology
Club, and am copsistently on the
Dean's List. I feel I. have sufficient
leadership qualities and concern for student needs to be an effective student
senator, who would appreciate your
vote .

John Fluke
You 've read it all before so I'm not
going to tell you all pretty stories! The
old senators will try 10 tell you they
have a lot of experience and they
should be elected. The new canidates
will attempt to bedazzle you with a lot
of glittering generalities about what
they ,will do when they get in 10 office.
The salient points to ponder are: does
the "experience .. listed by the elder
senators really have any relation to new
issues, do the new can idates really
know what is going on and why not
vote for John Fluke!!!
J confess that there is such a varietal
cornucopia of issues that preparing a
statement on the maners at hand is a
herculean task indeed. Therefore , I will
explain the aspects of the man you will
vote for instead of pumping you full of
what I might do when elected.
John Fluke is rather don Quijote like ,
often times he chases after impossible
tasks with the fevor of a mad man .
When he fights for a cause he never
gives up unless there is an easier way
to win . I will fight for the rights and
privileges that are yours and mine as
students of th is university. As my constituents , feel free to call on me when
you think I can help you as a student
senator. I need your input. Thanks in
advance for voting for me!!!
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Sports
Omaha gridders will get
little help from 'Big Dad'
by Ken Hanson
Sports Editor

Competing against one's fonner team
can bring out !,he animal in a player o r
coach. Bui not with Coach Noel Martinat least not so far.
· Martin speaks with affection about the
players he coached at the University. of
Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) , which the
Huskies square off against this weekend.
He displays in his office a plaque he received last year from the UNO team. It refers
to Martin as "Big Dad."

" I was the old guy on the coaching
staff," said Martin, 43, an assistant there
for nine years. "The players could come
into my office any time , just like they can
now.''
Martin's favorite on the UNO team was
Tim Carlson, a first-team AU-North Central Conference (NCC) linebacker. ''He
was my boy. He played with a lot of
courage. ··
But when the Mavericks and Huskies
start tearing fur at I :30, Saturday, at Selke

Field, Maron will likely be baring his teeth
with the rest. "I'd love to beat them," be
said. "It would make my year, especially
after that heartbreak.er Saturday (a 31-27
loss to Mankato State University).
ThOugh _a fondMu for his fonMr charge Is obvious, Husky flrat-yHI' coach Noel Martin
uya ha will wont• hard• ever to beat the University of Nebraska-Omaha Saturday.

''I don't care who we ' re playing, we'll
go all out every time," he said.

UNO Head Coach Sandy Buda, directing his conference-leading Mavericks ,
secs the coaching reunion Saturday as only sidelight. "Neither Sandy Buda nor
Noel Martin has made a block or tackle all
year," Buda said by telephone Wednesday. "Sure, we know something about
(Martin) and he knows something about
us, but in the long run it 's up to the players.
Coaches just push buttons on Saturdays.''

a

Martin was defensive coordinator at
UNO for five years and offensive coordinator for four. Last year, his defensive
unit was first in the NCC against the pass ,
second against the rush and first overall .
The Maverick defense is viable again
this year. They are first against the rush
and second overall. "UNO uses the same
defense as us," Martin said, "but they ' ve
been doing it for five years.' '
Buda will be counting on his defense to
stop ··one of the better quarterbacks in the
Midwest, '.' as he called SCS' Tom Nelson.
"We've been in the murderer's row of
quarterbacks for three weeks now . We
faced Larry Kullas at North Dakota two
weeks ago and Northern Colorado's Nick
Henkowski last week. Now we've got Tom
Nelson at St . Cloud.
"We've got to stop Nelson to win the
game Saturday. But we know he's going
to move the (first down) chains," he
added .
Football continued on page 11

Guns with Games spoils fun; Africans say
by Ken Hanson

The O1:)impics are aiready too
closely tied to politics, said
Kamel Hamid Lahlou, Morocco.
" It seems to me that the race for
how many medals you win is to
prove your government is good.
A country shows its supremacy if
it wins.

Sports Editor

The spoiling of international
sports events by political turmoil
is viewed by alert but troubled
eyes in central Africa.
Events like the murders of
Israeli athletes in the 1972 Olympic Games and the boycott of the
1980 Games not only stifle
Africa' s budding athletic progr,ams, they also clash with ·
philosoph ies there about sports
_and politics, according to five
journalists from central Africa
who spoke in the Atwood Little
Theatre Monday.
ThejournaliSts· three-day visit
was pan of a national tour
sponsored by the United States
Information Service'~ ''Operation
Crossroads Africa." The French•
speaking journalists spoke
through a State Department
interpreter.

"You could describe the Olympic Games as a medals race just
· like the world is in an arms
race, " he said.
But sports can also be used as
a tool of useful communication ,
the journalists agreed. Kadio
Kouame , Ivory Coast, believes
dialogue between nations would
end apartheid (strict racial
segregation and discrimination) in
South Africa. "This (dialogue) is
what we need," he said. "Sports
may be a means · for this
communication.• ·

10 SCS

" We like to feel that sports are
many steps above politics.· ·
Mangale Ngbanzo, Zaire, said.
·'It upsets us when a country uses
sports as a vehicle againsi another
country. We look for a Utopian
view of sports ...
Andre Elimby . Cameroon,
spoke first as the oldest pane l
member (an African custom). He
agreed with Ngbanzo, saying .

Ptlolo/Tony~

'When It comes to polltlclz:lng the Otympic Game~. Africa just
doesn't do It, " ukS Andre Eltmby, Cameroon, who w ■1 one of five
African sports tc,umalists to speak In the Atwood Little Theatre Monday. The Africans obtected strongly to nations using the Olympics
to prove the superiority of their government.

"When it comes to politicizing
the Olympic Games, Africa just
doesn't do it."
As a result of U.S . political action in Grenada this year. the
Soviet Union may boycon the
1984 Olympics as did the United
States in 1980. warned Viateur

Kalinda. Rwanda.
African nations monitor world
events like these closely because.
Kalinda said. "If the United
States coughs : (Rwanda) gets a

:tii t~:~~

1
a~nit:ii~ ; in~~
the U.S . and U.S.S.R . ..
1

1

The poiitical situation in South
Africa is a rare example of a time
Elimby would want to see sports
and politics associated. He said
African nations used U.S. participation in athletic events in
South Africa as a means fo r protesting indecent government
policies there .
All African nations will participate in the Olympics , he added. ··sports, in general terms.
may be able to solve some iniernational problems ... he said.
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Footbal I

Nationals again

UNO" s quarterback is no patsy himself.
Randy Naran ranks third in the NCC in
passing. behind Henkowski and Nelson .
He has completed a remarkable 64 percent
of his passes. The matc hup with Nelson
could provide a real aerial show.

Cross country glory
longstaooing at SCS
by Neil Tardy
Staff Writer

The Dallas Cowboys. the New
York Yankees and the Boston

Celtics-these are true dynasties.
Such a label can also be
stamped on the SCS men's cross
country program, though its impact on the sports world may be
just a bit softer.

SCS men·scross country teams
have been a force to reckon with
for nearly two decades . And this
year's squad-flirting with a m:1,-

tional championship-is superior
to any of the past , said Bob Waxlax, coach of eight conference
championship teams in 13 years
at SCS.
" With the seven people on our
squad now, we have more depth
than ever before,·• he said of his

team , which won the regional
championships Saturday by
beating South Dakota State
University, which is ranked second in the nation. The Huskies

have been ranked third.
These facts are of no comfort
to the schools SCS will face in the
nationa1 NCAA Division n meet
Nov. 12 in Kenosha, Wis. But
then, SCS has made teams there
uncomfortable before.

Last week, the Mavericks ran a schoolrecord 97 plays from sc rimmage and piled up 542 yards in defeating the University of Northem,....C olorado 37-29. Naran
completed 18 of2-9 passes for 243 yards.

year at nationals. Husky AllAmericans Kurt Threinen fin ish•
ed third there and Scon Ergen
placed ninth as individuals.
And what has made SCS so
successful? Certainly . i1 hasn't
hurt to have runners like Threinen
and Ergen. But much of the credit
for the dynasty goes to Waxlax.

UNO and North Dakota State Universi-

P!'

"'There aren'1 many secrets in
distance running.·· he said . ··Toe
differences in coaching come
about in the way you pul a team
together.· ·
Wax lax employs a strategy of
relentless , aggressive running .
With fast-starting Ergen and
Threinen on the team this year.
Wax.lax can dare the opposition to
come after his runners. But the
team's strategy is not his alone.
Wax.lax. advocates listening to the ·
athletes and letting them fonn the
team's philosophy .
As for the nat.iona1s, SCS hopes
to finish at least third . Waxlax. admits some luck. would be needed
for the Huskies to top teams like
Cal Poly Pomona {Pomona, .
Calif.), the top-ranked team in the
NCAA Division II.

Whatever the outcome, the
Huskies will command considerable (espect at the national
meet. "SCS is nationally known
" We usual'J io to the national$ as a distance running power,''
eiiller aS'a\eam dTb}' siiilii~g l'n'. "' \V8x11lX said.
.
1
divi~uals, ·· Wax.lax said. Last
·

.Recycle

ty arc in a roaring race for the NCC c rown
with 6- I records and two weeks left in their
schedules. They are also 1he Huskies· last
1wo conference opponents of the season.
Thi s give~ SCS. tied for 1hird in the conference at 4-3. the c hance to be either a
spoiler or a sacrificial lamb.
Buda is preparing for lamtx:hops. though
he expects a figh1. ··1r you look at the stats .
St. Cloud is a better team than we are. I
look fo r a pretty even game. We ' ll have
to play better than we are capable of playing lo win ."
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One Coupon per Pizza
Expires Nov. 30, 1983

Jt

Pizza and Deli

For a 16" Pepperoni
or Canadian Bacon
Pizza plus 1 FREE Qt. I
of Pepsi with
I
this coupon.

I

I
I

FREE campus area delivery

!

30 Ninth Ave. N.
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"FIRST DOWN AND
10.75 TO GO!"

DOWNTOWN
NEAR CAMPUS
EVENINGS 7:30 & 9:15
BARGAIN MATINEES· SAT 2, SUN 1:30 & 3:30

tlO~ \NG

Foolba/1 Fans! A-.pecial offer from Waldo's Piua Joynl.
An offer of sizable savings, predominant value
and one of lruly unsurpassed epicurial qualily!

s"'-0~

WALDO'S MEDIUM BARNSlORMER
PIZZA PIE

He hos everything at stake.
He can't afford to lase.
He's got to make all the right moves.

JVJrne .. .

R!_g/ltMOveJ

(Canadian Bacon,
American Sausage
and let's nol overlook
those mushrooms!)

rom cruise

YOUR CHOICE
OF6-PACKS

~

(Miller, Miller Lile,
Schmidl or Budweiser)

-

I

EVENINGS 7 & 9
BARGAIN MATINEES •
SAT 2, SUN 1:30 & 3:30

~ ~~~ ir~~i

~0

· .

C( NT ..... • -~0• " LIO

.. .

EVENINGS 7:15 & 9:15
BARGAIN MATINEES •
SAT 2, SUN 1:30 & 3:30

\.~s~

CENTURY " (PG)

-~ri~~~~:~~f~\~)

-.,E.E

NOW
SHOWING
MON-FRI 4:30 , 7 & 9:15
SAT & SUN 1:30, 3:30, 7:30 & 9:15

THE
OSTERMAN
WEEKEND

SAM PECKINPAH' S

What wwld you do
tt at!DI ~ prowd myou
lllatyourlhreeclo!8stfriends
~were Soviet agents?
RUTGER HAUER

~ !~~T~Y~O~~!
>)"''\s4 :30 P.M.
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IISIIS IS YIIII

lilDJEST RISK.
A lot of po,ple tltink
ca!lXf is unbeatable.
Thai simply isn't true.
In fact. aver two million
people have had cancer
and survived to lead
happy. normal lives.
And not only can
cancer be beaten. it can
also be prevented.
lnerearedefinite
precautions that ha~ been
plO',Ol lO decrease )OOf

riskol"gettingcenain

cancers.
Ask )Ollrkxal

Ameran Cancer Society
to send )OU a free booklet
aboutca!lXfrisks.
Learn lhe facts about

....

cancer.

And make not know--

ingthcrisks.onelessrisk .
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for a Job?
E~ -

Ii!!
,.

We post jobs, classified ads and have job
j!
,. referrals at the Student Employment Service.
,.
,.

I

OPEN: 8 - 6 Monday - Thursday
8-3Friday

,. Our staff will be happy to help you:

I!~
ii!
i!i!!

ii!
ii!
i!!

I

i

Marcia Autrey
Debbie Pierce
Lyla Willingham
Lisa Becker
Terrie Johansson
Bill Lorence
Gwen Pladson
For more information drop in and see us.

<,\)'TWILIGHT BARGAIN
!.'I,, SHOWS" EVERY MON .
THRU FRI. AT ALL

CROSSROADS CINEMAS
MON-FRI 4:30 , 7:15 & 9:151 MON-FRI 4:30 , 7 & 9
SAT & SUN 1:30, 3:30,
SAT & SUN 1:30, 3:30,
7:15 & 9:15
7:15 & 9:15
RICHARD PR YOR
"'THE BIG CHILL" (R)
" HERE AND NOW" (R)
MON-FRI 4:30 , 7:15 & 9:15 1
SAT & SUN 1:30, 3:30,
7:15 & 9:15

" GETTING IT ON " (R)

MON-FRI 4:30 , 7 & 9:20
SAT & SUN 1:15, 3:30,
7 & 9:20
"NEVER SAY
NEVER A.GAIN''(PG)

MON-FRI 4:30, 7:15 & 9:15
SAT & SUN 1:30, 3:30, 7:15 & 9:15
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,. STUDENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICE ,.
,.
222-P Atwood Center
,.
i!!
255-3756
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Are you a stickler for detail?
Do you have a good knowledge of spelling, grammar and punctuation?

If so, apply for Chronicle Copy Editor.
Applications will be accepted until Tues.,
Nov. 8. For more information and applications, stop in the Chronicle office, Atwood
136, or call 2164 and ask for Sandy or E've,
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,ilo'L
PARLOR PIZZA
CIBPBT
AT HALF THE
RPRICE
':f,fft

:&S:l•404'T

H<:hlcome? Because you pay only lor
the pi2za. not the ~or. We make it tresh
and good and loaded With graat stul!
(in only 4 minules perpiZza ). \bu make
it hot 'lake ii home, bake it. and
serve it when you're ready.
SO why OOther with their
place when you o:m have pizza
this gocd trom our place to serve
hot at your place tor halt the
price. Or less.

=

HERE'S A 17.Sn: OF OCR PRICES
ll"
... 250
.. . 300
.•. 350
370

lS"
350
400
450
4QO

............ soo o.oo

4.50
500
5.50
500
700

Films , videos, slides/wws will be
presented all week in the Arwood
Sunken Lounge .
Alsoavailable for preview by professors
or illleresred groups.
Call 251-3200.

(Just off 12th St reet, next to Tom Thumb)

251-3536

Recycle this Chronicle

nPl_~\)

G~i~\~G
0

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
The Pedestrians
SATURDAY
Rook
MONDAY Two for One Tap Beer
TUESDAY " College Nile "
WEDNESDAY " Men's Nile "

THURSDAY " Ladies Nite "
FRIDAY Drink of the Week
SATURDAY Drink Special
SUNDAY Bloody Marys

14, iuiglJt QUuh
LOCATED
Division and 7th Ave. S.
Downstairs of
CINEMA ARTS 1-2-3\

A 11ailab le at:

SCS University Stores

13

Housing

252-8183.

For sole- - - - -

FALL tor men: newly remodeled hous•
ing near campus and downtown. Call
collect. 845-2387 or 845-4236.

SINGLE roomlo,-wom
_ a_o _c~
~,-. - ,o
campus.

259-9268:""M3-9787 .

by Nov. 10.

PLYMOUTH Fury, 1976. Good body.
new battery , cru ise , air, psfpb.
cassette , speakers . Musi sel l.
251--3488.

ffiiscelloneous

HONDA CL-350. Blue. 11 .000 miles.
rebuilt. Run s great! $375. Also
CB-450, $275. Call Tom. 253-8422.
FACTORY Direct Waterbeds has
complete waterbeds from $139. Also
complete line ol waterbeds and accessories. Call 255-1239 for further
information.
WEDDING
252•9786.

invitations. Oiscounl.

Lost/ found
FOUND: Oct. 24 , stolen Schwinn
10-speed bike near Brown Hatt. Call
Michael and give descriplion .
253-4714.

WOMEN'S single, across from campus, $110, laundry, MCI, parking,
available Dec. 1. Call Carol, 253-3976.
MEN: singles available DecJ 1, Jan.
1. Quiet, clean, parking.. ~l'ldry,
semi-furnished . Utilities paid .
259-1850.
LARGE single rooms for men . Easy
rates. Available Nov. 1 and Dec. 1.
Close to campus, downlO'l'fn. Call
Steve 8 ., 253-6063 evenings. #

DOUBLE

room

available winter and

spring quarters. Only $89 per month
(includes utilities). Free laundry. Conveniently located across from campus.

Call 252-7157.

SHARED, singles, menfwomen ,
$115-135tmonth, heat and watef paid.
3-, 6-, 9-month contracts. 252-0331 ,

single. one double bedroom. kitchen ,

WOMAN to share two-bedroom apan ment. First month's rent reduced SSO.
Two blocks from campus . 252-4808.

WOMEN 'S housing: alt utilities paid,
off-street parking. Housing supplies
furnished. Cable. Newly redecorated!
252-3357.
FREE parking ; women's double;
252-5162.
PRIVATE bedroom tor man in new
four-bedroom apartment, two blocks
from
SCS.
Utilities
paid ,
$165/monthly, 252-4808.

Thanks to our sponsors
for a sue cessfuf fundraiser

TYPING 58(\tice. 20 years experience.
Call Phyllis, 255-9957.
HEAD Shop tau hours, Mon.•Fri . 9
a.m.•7 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p .m. For
your hair care, Nexus and Aofflef products, call 255-2338.
FREE hair care seminars offered tor
groups over 10 members. Call Julie
or Randy tor more information at
253-8868. The Hair Specialist.

RESUME M<Vlce by Sl'J,
SOX. Only $12.50 per page. Call
255--3293 tor more information.

.

PARTY? Let me help you. I am Tom
McIntosh, your friendly party helper.
Call me at home, 253-2685, or work,
252-2310, for your favorite beers and
wines. Grain Belt Premium , The Bull,
Hamms, Old Mill, Schlitz, Olympia.
SCSU for au you do, this Bud 's for
you! Call the Bud representative, Mark
Kuhl, for special keg discounts, cups,
draught
equ ipment ,
and
more ...253-1292.

WELCOME students: First United
Methodist Church, Sunday Services
9 and 11 a.m. , 302 Fifth Ave. S.
NEW Spirit Community Church of St.
Cloud otters an affirming Christian
ministry to gays, lesbians, and all
God's people. For details, write P.O.
Box 184, Sauk Rapids. MN , 56379.

~-~

~ JOB OPENING
Volunteering

LOCAL MOTEL SEEKS A

It's not

Married couple with Management

something

Experience to Manage small motel.

you do for

Budweiser
Domino's Pizza
Corner Bar

nothing!

Prizes also donated by:
Taco John's
Ragstock
Flat Iron
Estebans

CARETAKER couple to live at YMCA
Camp in Monticello. 20 hOurs plus
work per week in exchange for house
at low rent Call 535-4800.
SECRETARY/bookkeeper needed to
keep Student Senate on the ball.
20-25 hours/week. Appllca1ions :
Senate Office, Atwood , 222A. Return

REMODELED duplex !or four. Two

FALL time is Miller time. Having a fall
picnic or party? Contact your Miller
campus representative for special keg
prices or to reserve the Miller picnic
trailer. Call Scott, 253-1200.

Personols

Employment
living room, garage. Ninth Ave. $ .,
$500/month . 252-4808.

_

SECRET ARY !receptionist for t cal
athletic club. Approximately 12 hours
per week. Send resume to: BoK 1372,
St. Cloud. MN . 56302.

DORM refrigerator. mid-size. lots ol
room. Call Jill, 253-1 065.

Big Ole's
KCLD
WHMH
WJON

Schabel's Beverage

Discover new interests
A chance to grow.
Challenge yourself.
Use skill s you possess.
Meet new friends.
Learn new skills.

Why Volunteer?
Why Not?

$150/month base
FREE 3 Bdrm Apt. Util. Pd .
FREE Phone and Laundry
2 Days Vacation/month
5% of Daily Receipts over $1000
Contact Bill Lorence and Gwen Plaason for
interview 11 /3 and 11 /7 at Student
Employment Service. By appointment only.
Call 255-3756 or stop by 222P Atwood for
more information.
\

Voluntary
Action
Center

You ore alway, welcome of

Help Prevent Birth DefectsThe Nation's Number One
Child Health Problem.

dp

Support the

March of Dimes
- l l l l l l H DEFECTS FOUNIWION-

Dldyoutnaw

wecanfbul
abreaa cancer
usmalluU..
hea4 of a pin?

t

American

cancer Society

Bethlehem Lutheran Church

338 South 4th Avenue

Phone 261-8368

HANDICAPPED ACCESS

SUNDAY MORNNG WORSHIP 800 - 9,30 - lhOO
(ecm,,,..,;.,.,s.mce,)
ThoSen,,on,

'FOCUS IS CHRIST•
Pasto, Harold Sloa

s-i.-, Sdoool & Ad.It

&1o_..,

at 9,30 ,

n,oo ....
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Notices
OVER EATERS Anonymous will begin
meeting Nov. 14, 9·10 a.m., Newman
Center, classroom_C ..£i,a.re welcome
DELTA Sigma Pi Fatl 1983 pledge
class announces their community service Nov. 6, Munsinger Gardens
SPECIAL interpreted performance for
the hearing-impaired to be presented
of "The nme of Your Life " , Nov. 3-5 ,
7-9, 8 p.m., PAC, Stage 1.
SPRING break in San Diego! Biology
Club meeting (informational presentation) Wed., Nov. 9, noon, MS-287.
Learn about sunny California and enjoy fresh popcorn . Everyone welcome.

abou1 speech and have some fun.

THE Pre-Law Club will meet Tues .. 9
a.m. and 4 p.m .. l\asca Room. New
members welcome!
DAVE Jennings, minority leader of
Minnesota 's House of Representatives, witl speak Tues-.. Nov. 14,
noon. College Republicans · meet
every Tues .. 9 a.m.
MARKETING Club meets Wed., Nov.
9 , noon, BB-1 l-9. Elections tor executive positions will take place. Fall
banquet will be this Sat. at the Holiday Inn.

IS there a U.S. Foreign Policy? Find
out at the Campus DFL meeting Nov.
10, 1 p.m., Mississippi Room.

RUNNERS: St. Cloud River Runner's
Five-Miler, Nov. 5 , 10:30 a.m., Riverside park shelter. Call 255-0365 for
details.

TRANSIIETTEZ votre amitie
Joignez Le Club Francais • chaque
mardi matin • a 10 heures • a Lewis
et Ciani• Atwood• Prenez !'initiative
• Partagez a cette experience Venez!I

KARATE every ~on. and Wed., 3-5
p.m., Eastman S . gym. Come join the
fun! SCS Japanese Karate Club. New
students can start any day.

NON-Traditional Student (parent$,
veterans, over 25, divorced ,
separated) President McDonald will
answer your questions alour regular
meeting Wed., Nov. 9, noon, SL Croix
Room, Atwood. Office: 222C Atwood.
PHI Chi Theta Initiation Banquet will
be held on Sat., Nov. 5, at King's on
the Lake. Members should be there
by 5 p.m.
SOOOLOGY Club is getting together
Nov. 10, 3:30 p .m., Comer Bar. AH
majors, minors, or interested people
· are welcome. Entertainment ,

sale"°""·
FORENSICS, SCSU 's competitive
speech club, meets every Tues. ; 4
p.m., PAC.;?21. Join us to learn more

OPEN Stage is coming Nov. 8 ...stay
" tuned."

CHESS Club meets every Tuds. night,
7-10:30 p.m. , Atwood. Everyone is
welcome to play in tournaments or to
learn the game.
A GAPE Fellowship in Christ-a Chi
Alpha Ministry of the Assemblies of
God. Interdenominational campus
organization. Meets Thurs., 7 p.m.,
Lewis & Clark Room.

SCARED that you might have a problem with alcohol or some other drug?
Campus Drug Program offers tree,
confidential help. COP office, Health
Services. 255-3191.
THE SCS Gay/Lesbian support group
is now having fall meetings. Come out
and find friends and support. ContaC!

GLS. 801t 1803. St. Cloud. MN .
56302.
SCS Strategic Games Club meets
Wed .. 6 p .m.; Sat .. 2 p .m. in Atwood .
New gamers welcome! For information. caU Paul Cannon at 255-4424.
MICROBYTERS Club meets every
Wed. noon, MS-110. Anyone interested in microcomputers is
welcome.
CAMPUS AA meets every Thurs., 5
p.m., Lewis & Clark Roon- ,twood.
The only requirement is , honest
desire to stop drinking.
CAMPUS Crusade for Christ invite:r.,_
you to its PRIME TIME MEETING .
Come and make some new friends.
Every Tues., 7 p.m., Atwood Little
Theater.

SPRING break in Daytona Beach.
Florida. Fun in the sun! Go with Della
Sigma Pi!
COME watch the Karate tournament
Sat. , Nov. 5, 12-2 p.m .. Eastman main
gym. SJU vs. SCS . Free. Sponsored
by SCS Japanese Karate Club
FREEZE today or burn tomorrow.
Phone 255-3810 for more information
about CCNF (Campus Coalition for a
Nuclear Freeze).
EVERYONE welcome! Psi Chi Banquet Mon ., Nov. 7, 6 p .m., D.S.
Sear1es. Speaker: Or. Marilyn Jensen.
Topic: Alcohol; " Take It or Leave It "
Controversy.

A New Arms Race or New· Ways of
Thinking? A film festival : films. videos,
slideshaw's, with showings in Atwood.
Previews available to professors.
GO public! Join the Public Relations
251-3260.
Student Society of America (PRSSA). •
.
Meetings are Thurs. , 4 p.m. , Stewart
ECUMENICAL worship Mon ., 7 p .m .•
Hall , 133. New members are
St. John's Episcopal Church , Fourth
welcome.
Ave. and Fourth St., UMHE
(Presbyterian . United Methodist ,
NOVA (Non-Violent Alternatives)
UCC). Meditative, inclusive, informal.
meets Thurs., 1 p.m., Jerde Room, Atchallenging, hopeful.
wood . NOVA has an office, 222 Al·
JOB opening for a married couple
wood. with references and materials
with management experience .
on many topics for research needs
$105/month base, 3-bedroom apart·
and Interests.
ment (all utilities paid) , two
ATTENTION : The Crimlnal Justice
days/month vacation, and 5 percent

~~~~ro~!n~vz~~~~

~~•i~.sales over $1,000. Call

; : : : : ~ t your major a nd meet new
CAIIPUS Ambassadors Christian
- - - - - - - - - . Mi nistry meets Mon ., 7 p .m .,
WHE A TSPROU T ,
SCSU ' s
Civic/Penney Room for singing, Bible
literary/arts magazine, accepting substudy, fellowship. Please join us.
missions for winter '83-'84 edition. For
0 1J8stions? Call 255-0217.
Information, check. campus posters,
call 255-2595, or oontact Wheatsprout
office, Eastman 3-1. Deadline Nov. 10.

Rape Cri sis Center
For ·help or Information

call

Hair
Specialists
253-8868

Oar
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIALS ...
A ds Will Begin in
St. C loud Nov. 16
College Students and
Faculty prices w ith
This Ad, good lliru
.Nov . 19

Reg.

" Prince Igor"

Call 253-0102

FREE Deli very

Nov . 4, 3 p. m.

• All showings in Atwood Little Theater, free

Priceac, s12.so
Styled 62.S
Hair Cuts

OPEN STAGE
Nov. 8, 7:30 · 9:30 p.~.
Coffeehouse Apocalypse .
Sign up in UPB's office,
Room 222, Atwood Center

Visa-Master Charge

Hair
Specialists
7th and D1v1s1on

253-8868

Ta Ta
Tuesday
is coming ...

.. It's
audacious
Starting
No v. 8
at the
Red Carpet

~~~~~~7

Ii
i
~

Z
~

Thni Nov. 19
RcdK.en Products
50 %
Nexus Products
OFF
Ask about our Sun
T an Bed Specials.. .

LESBIAN and Women 's Support
Group <Nery Wed. noon, Atwood. Nov.
9 meeting in Sauk Room .

-Dozen

This epic opera about a Russian prince who fought the invading &stem hoards is broughl to the screen in a dazz.ling
production by Leningrad's Kirov Opera.

s·s1 .50

½

SPORTS information , especially
Husky football, can be found on Footbait Weekly. Tues., 12:05 and 6 p .m.:
Wed., 11 :JOa.m.; and Fri., 11 a.m. on
cable channel 101

If no answC'r

Nov. 4, 7 p.m .
Nov . 5, 3 p.m.

Perm and styling Complete

SFC (Senate Finance Committee)
meets every Tues., 8·10 a.m. Loca•
lions of meetings are pos1ed in the
Student Senate Office. 222A, Atwood.

251-HELP.

s15

''Snake Pil ' '

½ Price""" No, 19
RedKen
75
. . .,.Perm28

WAN TED: people who ertjoy dancing.
Join the Folkdancers Club . Mon . and
Wed .• 3-5 p.m., Halenbeck dance
studio. Beginners welcome!

Call Love Bu ds
253-2644

This moving drama about a woman in an in.sane asylum will
give you plenty of chills.

NowThru
Nov. :19

EVERYONE is welcome to attend an
inspirational meeting where we share
problems and lind solutions through
prayer. Meetings are on Wed ., 12-1
p.m .. Atwood .

ROSES

7th and D1v1s1on

Preview
½Price

A LL-you-can-eat.pancake breakfast.
sponsored by ACACIA Little Sisters
Benefit for St. Cloud area Women·s
Center. Nov. 6. 9 a.m.-1 p.m., adults
$2 . Atwood Brickyard

Trip to the Ozarks, backpacking fo r fall break.For
more info rmation call 255-3772 , or stop down
at the Outing -Center.

Z

i

I
z

RESPONSIBLE
CHOICE
Only yo: can decide.
For more infomation
or help with p roblem alcohol
or other drug use
call the
CAMPUS : :: : :ROGRAM
9
Wooud i, H ool1h

s.,.,;,.,

at Hill Hall.

Il
2
S
2
S

i
2

ls
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½ Price Sale
SCSU Student Appreciation Days

Groups of:

All 16 gal. kegs
sold below cost

•Sweaters
•Tops
•Pants
•Jeans

Complimentary Ice Included
Celebrate finals early!

All .wines 20%
off retail price

Ends Nov.

9,

Crossroads Center

(Three bottles or more)

t.

~

_Cobom's 5th Ave. Liquor

V

.

American Heart
Association .

WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE

Your psty headqlaters

Schmidt Beer

. 329 FHth Ava. S.
252-8340

Jack's Trader & Trapper
Nov. 11, 8 p._m.

